
 

AUTO GATES USING OUR OWN BUILDER? 

 

‘Do you think we should use our own builder to undertake some of the work?’ Yes and 

No, if you wish to, but be careful that you and your builder are not assuming there will be 

a cost saving and please do not under estimate what is needed! 

 

What do you mean? With the very best intention and even engaging a builder with lots of 

similar experience, no two installations are the same. More often than not, our final 

building requirements are not full understood by a third party! 

 

  
 

What is meant by understood? Every little detail can have an effect on the outcome of 

the system and site conditions, together with unforeseen obstacles, often hinder or require 

adjustment so that the finished product works and performs correctly. 

 

Timing and availability of builder with engineer etc. may delay or add cost to the project 

that was not originally allowed for. Liability, responsibility and warranty, are areas of 

concern that could jeopardize the investment or expose the customer unnecessarily. 

 

Who is responsible for the whole installation when it is finished and in the years to come? 
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With the best will in the world, problems arise from numerous sources that add 

complication or the need to change from the original design. Such things as bad weather, 

the presents of services that where not expected, tree routes, poor sub-base and high 



water table are just a small number that often arise. All of which need to be recognised 

and accommodated for, usually adding to the original estimate/budget. 

 

Our building teams have years of experience with all the likely issues that may arise 

during the project build and will be able to offer best advice accordingly. 

 

   
 

Customers often drive change with the system build and some of this is to be expected. 

As the project progresses, from foundations and set-up, through to build and finish, some 

details are reviewed by the customer as in need of change or alternation. These innocent 

requests often have a direct affect on something else and an experienced engineer can 

explain the likely consequences before it is too late. 

 

 
 

Planning consent must be investigated by every customer and the outcome may well have 

to be allowed for within the works/budget. This process could involve drawings and in 

some cases samples for approval, both of which could be additional costs even if 

planning is turned down. Assistance from the builder will normally be required 

alternatively an architect or similar could be employed! 

  

Everyday good investments are made from solid and accurate foundations! 
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